12 Common Communication Errors
…on the AP Stats Exam…see if you can find them…
2012
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2007 (focus on part (c))
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2013 (focus on the interpretation of the interval)
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ANSWERS: The point of emphasis in each example is underlined below.
Each graded part on the AP Statistics Exam is scored as: E(ssentially) correct, P(artially) correct or I(ncorrect)
2012 #3: Stud A: This student COMPARED shape, center and spread, but there is no mention of context
(household sizes). Score = P.
2012 #3: Stud B: Part (a) is worth three points.
1) Correctly compares centers. Score = I (no direct comparison)
2) Correctly compares variability. Score = I (no direct comparison)
3) Correctly compares shapes AND includes context (somewhere)
Shapes ARE compared, and the student mentioned household sizes. Score = E
Takeaway: ALWAYS write statements of direct comparison when comparing distributions.
2014 #3: There is danger in only showing “calculator speak.” To earn an “E” for this problem, students need to 1)
identify a normal model AND the two parameters, 2) use a correct boundary, and 3) calculate the correct
normal probability. Since the parameters are not clearly identified, this student earned a P.
2004B #1b: Context is incorrect. The variables are the LN(age) and LN(impact rate). Score = P.
(This brought the student’s overall problem score down from a 4 to a 3.)
2007 #2: No context. Score = P
2005 #5: No explanation of how this bias “might affect the estimate of the proportion of adult heads…”
(The student did not answer the second part of the question, even with the hint of “and”) Score=P
2007 #2c: There are several issues here. First, the writing is very disjointed and confusing to read. Second, there is
a lack of precision of language with the phrase “change the actual data” and FIVE usages of the word
“different.” But the third is the fatal one: “eliminate any variables.” This is a false statement—blocking
does not eliminate variables. Score = P.
Takeaways: 1) use precise language, and 2) answer the question, then stop writing.
2012 #4:

“…adults who said ‘yes’ to the stated question…” is referring to the sample, not the population. The
hypotheses should always describe the population parameters. Score=P

2013 #1

[FYI: In Part (a), students need to show “work,” even if it’s only a fraction: 4/23=17.4%).]
In Part (b), the added phrase “in repeated samples” makes the statement incorrect. In fact, this
statement is neither a correct interpretation of the interval NOR a correct explanation of confidence
LEVEL. Score on this part = I (they earned E’s for conditions/name and interval).

2014 #1c: No linkage from p-value to decision (“since the p-value is greater than alpha=0.05…”) AND, wrong
conclusion based on a high p-value. Score = I
2014 #2b: This student incorrectly interprets the probability that was calculated. The CORRECT interpretation
should be “Given the process is random, there is a 1.2% chance of selecting three women.” [Even
though this was not a hypothesis test, what the student stated is essentially the probability that the null
hypothesis (“The process is random.”) is true.]
The student DID make the correct decision AND supported it by comparing it to a reasonable standard
(5%), so their score is a P.
2012 #4:

Looking at their table, p1 and p2 are the statistics (should be parameters); t and p-value are correct but
formula is for NON-pooled test. Both sections earned a P. Overall score: PPEE = 3.
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